OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Dhangar community is politically background as well as educationally sociological background, this tribe caste is considered as scheduled tribe in some states and in Maharashtra considered as a nomadic tribe and so there is no include in any reservation policy. Basicly it’s a native tribe but they do not get benefit for that.

Due to their politically sociologically backwardness and don’t having of reserve constituency, this community seen in politics so far. The following objectives are taken in to consideration.

- To know the awareness of politics of this community
- To study the quality of participation of this community in politics
- To study whatever the benefit of reservation
- To study economically and sociologically status of this community.
- To study the historical background of the Dhangar community.
- To evaluate the basic points which lead them towards the development?
- To evaluate the relation between the Dhangar caste and other castes in the community